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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of thA research work proposed is the study of the physical 
properties of the soils by mea.nS of the interpretation of aerial photographs. 
Thie study is to be carried out in two years and thus it is not possible to 
give definite oonclusions at the end of the first year, although the rP.eults 
we have obtained are highly satisfactory. In our opinion and after the ex-
perienoe of the first year, the working problem of the study of the plzy"sioal 
properties of the soils through aerial photographs, can be examined from 'two 
different aspeots. The first of them could be called the 11deduotive" method 
and consists in acquiring knowledge of the plzy"sioal properties of the soils 
by means of suooessive interpretations of aerial photographs; through photo-
interpretation we study the physical Geography of an a~ea, its hydrographic 
net, natural vegetation and .man-introduced cultivations, the forms of erosion 
end the nature of the geological material, All these intArpretations, together 
with the cl;tmate, allow to "deduce" the nature of the soils of'. that area, as 
all the pedological processes which the different geological materials have 
undergone can be know perfectly well, which also shows the intensity of phy-
sical and chemical desintegration of the materials that form the starting 
point of SQil formation. 
During this first year the work has, in the main, been carried out 
in the field and in tha laboratoryf we have studied the soils and vegetation 
of two large, representative, areas of Spain, having mapped them •the soils 
series and the vegetation- with the aid of photo-interpretation in one case 
but not so in other case, the aim being to compare the advantages offered 
by aerial-photography interpret~tion on the science of soil. In both oases 
representative profiles have been taken for the purpose of testing in the 
laboratory the accuracy of the interpretations ma.de in the field. These de-
te:rminations have been made through granulometrio analysis using the den-
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simeter without destroying the carbonates, and also by means of the.inter-
national method, that is to say' destroying the carbonates, determinations 
having been made of plasticity and plastic index, real and apparent density, 
permeability, decay coefficient, soluble-salts contents and X-ray analysis 
Qf the olay fraction• 
Thus we see that it is possible to know the physical properties of 
soils by."deduoing" them indirectly from photointerpretation as they depend 
from a series of variables and faotors which are known directly on the aerial 
photograph• These physical properties have also been studied in the laboratory, 
and we have oarried out a great number of· determinations whioh are specified 
in the oondi tiol1$ of the oontraot. 
During the second year of the contract we will try to deduce the 
physical properties of the soil 11direotly from the aerial photographs by · 
means of establishing diootomio keys. This.work win be carried out by the 
combination of the different methods of photo•interpretation, convergence 
to-wards evidence, induction and deduction, extrapolation and interpolation 
and analogy, with the real critP.ria and which are the important and elaborate 
part of a eystematio study. Among those criteria we can mP..ntion as the most 
impartant those of a morphological order, those of .vegetation, the shades 
of grey, the texture and the action of man. This work leads to the ocn:f'ection 
of the so called ttales" or keys, Which can be use<i later on by non-spec:l.&lized 
people which would only require a previous preparation in a short time. In 
pedology.a "ale" is formed by a type-photo of a homogeneous and well defined· 
pedolo~ioe.1 area and the detailed and precise description. of its speoifia 
oharaot~ristios such as the aspect13 of tp.e photograph, the importance of the 
sh.a.deg, dis~ribution of the hydrographio net, the nature of the vegetation, 
of the oultiv~.tion and thA lithology, the morphologic details, forms of 
erosion and other micro-criteria. 
For all this we shall use the aerial photographs of a 1110,000 and 
11,0;000 scales and will carry out the profound study of, the soil types 
already kn.QWD. and. which by their nature represent a large surface of the 
/ 
L___ 
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Spanish soils. We shall complete the study of these physical properties 
by comparing them with the vegetation and cultivation, relief and geological 
material, all the variables which put together givF.1 the "forms of relief" 
of thF.I aerial photographs, with the intention that these properties can be 
interpreted, as we say above, b~ technicians not specialised in Pedology. 
We will also produce a key by which it will be possible to leazn 
how by means of direct photo-interpretation it, is possible to recognize 
the adaptability of Aaoh of the !'forms of reliAf" and soils, to the prin-
cipal applications, such as ways of communication, agricultural profit, 
possibi:,.ity for carriage, passage and transport, building of airports and 
other buildings. 
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I N T R .. o D U C T I 0 N 
Under this chapter, serving as an introduction, we start.the exposition 
of the results arid knowledge acquired with a view to solving a specific problem 
as is the one posed in the work entitled "Study of the physical properties of 
soils by the use of aerial photography". In other words we analyze all those 
aspects whose better knowledge will facilitate that task of interpretation. 
We may fix the qUP.stion further by grouping these different aspects into a 
single one, a synthesis of the whole and which in actual fact is what the ob-
server "sees"& a landscape appears before his eyes and that concept, which 
arose for the first time in the brilliant mind of the great Humboldt, was latet 
called geographical landscape and more recently natural landscape and defined 
- . 
by Herruf.ndez Pacheoo as the syntti,etic manifestation of the geographical con-
ditions and circumstances concurring in a same ·territoy, is the one we shall 
endeavour to develop in this introduction; separately analyzing the Calatayud 
and CJ:l.inch6n areas, in which all the studies and observations making up the 
present work were conducted. 
Before describing the zone corresponding to Calatayu.d. we should like 
to indicate that within the large group of elements constituting the natural 
landscape we can make a sub-division by categories according to the order 
of importance and in this way we include as primary factors the lithological 
nature of the geological materials, 11roquedo0 of other authors, the types 
Of natural Vegetation and their :formations, and the climatic elem.ems that 
make up the different climates. We regard relief\ hydrography, and luminosity 
\ 
or cloudiness of the ambient, as complementary factors. Finally as en accessory. 
factor we include human action. We now pass to analyze some of these factors 
but for the sake of a better exposition and methodical arrangement of this 
introduction we shall firstly deal with all the aspects concerning the Cala-
tayud. region and then those of the Chinch6n one. 
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CALATAYUD 
Geology: 'lhe Calatayud zone studied corresponds to sheet 409 of the 
topographical national map to scale 1:50,000 edited by the "Institute Geogra-
fico y Catastral". The base sheet of our works corresponds to a second edition 
published in 1954 and brought up to date by the "Servicio Geografico del Ejer-
ci to" ("~'s Geographical Service"). The t~rrito:cy covered by this sheet 
belongs in its entirety to the province of Zaragoza and is bounded by meridians 
12 50' and 21 10' East longitude and parallels 412 20' and 412 30' North latitude. 
From a geological point of view the stratigraphy of the formations and 
lithology of the various faciee is of fundamental interest, two aspects intim-
ately connected not only with the landscape but, above all, with the formation 
of soils and whiah are characteristics that can be observed with relative fa-
cility on an aereal photography. 
If we cast a glance at a general geological map of Spain, for instance 
at the 111,500,000 map, we may readily recognize at the Peninsula NE three large 
tertiaries, namely those of the Ebro, Duero and Tajo, the first one separated 
from the other two by a mountaineous group running in a North-west -South-east 
diredtion.and. which is called the "Celtiberioo" system. Thia mountaineous system 
is constituted by two main ranges of which the Northernmost receives the name 
of Cadena or Cordillera Iberioa and the Southernmost is called Cordillera Hes-
perica. The former, which is the one concerning us, starts at the Sierra de le. 
i· 
Demand.a and shortly after entering the Zaragoza province becomes in turn sub-
divided into two branches separated by the Calatayud graben of tectonic origin, 
a depression which extends to Teruel and along which the river Jiloca flows. 
Upon observing the Calatayud. sheet we see that its North-east end is occupied 
by the eastern bran.oh of the 'tladena Iberice." whilst the western branch is 
found at the southwest angle. Between them we can see the Tertiary depression 
of Calatayud, already indicated. 
'lhe oldest soils in the Calate.yud sheet correspond. to the Cambrian 
system, its three stages, Georgian, Aoadian and Postdam, being shown, al though 
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there is no place where the Cambrian series forms a single profile. The oldest 
formations are found at the Jalon valley whereas the middle and upper Cambrian 
appears at the Jiloca valley. 
The stratigraphic series of the Jalon valley, that is to say of the 
"Cadena Iberioa Oriental" is composed of the following horizons& 
6.- Quartzitio sandstone ans sandstones (Daroca quartzite) 
5·- Greenish-grey biotiferous phyllites (HUermeda shales) 
4·- Calcareous dolomites and marls (Ribota dolomite) 
3·- Variegated series of sandstones, shales and dolomites (Jal6n 
variegated shales) 
2.- Green shales and graywackes (Embid layers) 
1.- Quartzites and puddingstones (Banbola Quartzite) 
Series 1 and 2 correspond to the older part of the lower Cambrian 
whereas the rest belong to other upper stages of the lower Cambrian, 
On the other hand the series corresponding to the "Cadena Iberica 
Occidental" is as follows: 
7.- Quartzites and shales (Ateca layers) 
6.- Grey and bluish clayey shales and sandstones (Jiloca layers) 
5·- Greenish or blUAish marls ans sandstones (Villafeliche layers) 
4.- Grey marls and also limestones or dolomites (Muraro 11arls) 
3.- Whitish quartzites (Daroca quartzite) 
2.- Grey clayey shales with biotite (HUermeda shales) 
1.- Dolomites with marls (Ribota dolomites) 
Levels 1, 2 and 3 belong to the more modern stages of the lower 
Cambrian, levels 4 and 5 to the middle Cambrian, and levels 6 and 7 to the 
upper Cambrian. We see that levels l, 2 and 3 of the western series coincide 
with levels 4t 5 and 6 of the eastern series and by superposing the two series 
we shall have, therefore, the complete stratigraphy and this implies a thickness 
of more than 4,0CX> metres. Finally, by comparing the different levels an idea 
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may be gatht!!red of the conditions ruling in the Cambrian sea and which 
apparently have been.considerable steady. 
On the Calatayud shAet we do not find materials belonging to the 
Silurian, which are however present at other points in the Iberian chains 
bµt never with the extension of the Cambrian. Neither do we find in the 
studied sheet an;y representation of either the Devonian or Carboniferous. 
On the other hand the Mesozoic era is represented by the Trias, in a strong 
unconformity over the upper Palaeozoic, it being found at the area studied 
at Northeast angle and cons ti tu ting the so called "Mores graben" an area 
of very complex tectonic and whose description is irrelevant to this work. 
Thia Trias is of German facies and hence it shows the three classic con-
ventional stages, Buntsandstein, Muschelkalk and Keuper. The lithology 
is the typioal one for these three stag0s1 Red Sand.atone, limestone and 
variegated marls but with some small variants, the main ones being the 
I 
presence of an upper Buntsandstein in Rot facies represented by gypsiferous 
red clays and the characteristic that the Muschelkalk appears at the bottom 
in very thick banks and at the top in thin banks, well stratified and very 
rich in Rhizocorals, these small differences serving to P.stablish, in this 
so dislocatP.d zone, a division within the Muschelkalk. Finally the whole 
of the Trias series shows on its ceiling the typical Carniolas. 
The largP.st extension of the t~rritory studied corresponds, doubt-
less, to the Tertiary but there is in no other geological formation so much 
confusion as to the different stagAs of this P.ra, partly due to the fact 
that .the existing unconfonnities have not been recognized or perhaps they 
were not given the imporlance they deserve; but it must in particular be 
ascribed to the· difficulty of demarcating with a pRtrographical criterion 
the several stages since they are ~lmost devoid of fossils. 
At any rate in this Calatayud Tertiary it is possible to recognize 
two groups separated by a clear unconfonnity: that is to say we distinguish 
in principle a lower Tertiary and an upper Tertiary. The lower Tertiary is 
of small extension, it is oonatit~ted by a series of well bonded conglomerates 
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with levels of intercalated marls. This conglomerate is almost exclusively 
formed by calcareous stones, although some of them may be sandstones and, 
very rarely, paleozoio rooks. The upper.Tertiary has scarcely being subjected 
to tectonic phenomena and because of this it occupies an almoat horizontal 
arr~ement distributed along extensive areas which even nowadays preserve 
their old boundaries. This upper Tertiary presents at the edges of the basin 
a marginal faoies of thick elements, passing towards the interior to a cal-
careous faoies and, further inside the basin, it becomes converted into a 
, 
powerful series of gypsums. All this.will explain -assuming that the basin 
represents the bottom of' a closed lake- an endorrheic basin in which the 
deposited materials underwent a classification according to size for which 
rei:!S6h the thicker and heavier elements were thrown down ~n the margin and 
the' ,fi.:her and lighter, sands and marls, settled further inside. The dissolved 
substanc·es still contained in the water Were settling at the centre of the 
bas:im and due to both endorrheism and evaporation the concentration of dis-
solved salts was increasing at the same time. As soon as a calcium carbonate 
reaohed its saturation point it P,reoipitated in the form of limestone, and 
then calcium sulphate would separate fanning the beds of gypsum. At the center 
of the basin, for instance between Terrer and Calatayud, we find in addition 
to gypsum other chemical precipitates such as epsomite and glauberite. 
As regards the age of the Tertiary deposits, the small repreaen tati,on . 
found of the lower Tertiary must belong to an age.rapging from the middle 
Oligocene to the Aquitaniense. On the other hand the upp!'!r Tertiary of the 
Cala tayud graben belongs almhst without a doubt to the Miocene, frQlll the Sar- .. · 
. , . 
matiense to the Pontiense, as is proved .by the retn~ins of rhaJDJDalB (Mastodon . 
Longirostris and Hippari6n graoile) found near Daroca in a marly layer under-
neath the limestone of "Los Paramos", which has enabled us to fix the Pontiense 
age 0£ that formation. 
Finally more recent foIJQations are also found, such as some "plasen-
ciense" conglomerate in other woJ:.ds a pliocene formation, old diluvial terraces 
at different le.ve~s, erosion glacis and present river-deposits specially those 
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·of the Jal6n. 
Climate: 
We now proceed to describe the climatic characteristics of the Cala-
tayud area; climatic studies are always lAngthy and complex d~ to the mul-
tiplicity of metereological phenomena to be analyzed and to the circumstances 
to be borne in mind for their explanation. That is to say we may define the 
. . I . 
olimate as the result of the interaction of metereological factors infl~nced 
' 
by gaogr~phical characteristics. In these lines :we shall not endeavour to 
make a tr~ metereological st~ but only to give a general idea of the climatio. 
characteristics of the Aragonese region where the materials of the Calatayud 
sheet are located and which idea will enable us to appreciate its influence 
on the development and evolution of the soils. 
Aragon occupies a special position in the Iberian Peninsula. "Welded" 
to the Castillian.11eseta on one side and encircled by mountains on all other 
sides, it is however close to two large water masses of quite different climatic 
characteristics. On one side the Atlantic which behaves as a cold sea, where 
the polar-front cyclone and the Azores anticyclone originate. On the other 
side the Mediterranean, far more warmer, and where a nucleus of low pressures 
is formed centering on the Baleares or Gul~ of Genoa according to the seasons. 
To these three elements, Azores antioyclon, North Atlantic cyclones and Ba-
leares depression we must add the infl~nce of the central spa.nish mesetas, 
solid masses of high lands which behave as a small continent. 
All these circumstances led to the distinction, within the Aragon 
whole, of three different types of climates or climatic regions, two of which 
are more or less represented in the Calatayud area. One of them is the olimatio 
zone of the Iberian Cordilleras, which is on the whole an area of continental 
olimatologic regime, of extremely cold winters, copious snow and occasional 
rains during a not very severe summer. The ave~age annual rainfall always 
e:X:Cf!ed 500 mm and the winter averages are the ·lowest in the Peninsula. 
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The other area is the clima tio a.rea of the llanura Ibera (Ibara plain) 
or Ebro depression, a well defined climatio region, also of extreme continental 
type, with very cold and considerable dry winters but of extremely hot and also 
very dry summers, rainfall being generally below 400 inm. 
In what follows we are setting out observations taken at the Calatayud 
metareological station for 20 uninterrupted years: 
Height above sea level 534 metres, mean annual temperature 13.51t CJ 
rainfall 453.7 mm; mean annual oscillation 1111 and days of rain 75. Lang's 
p . p TlOO Ind.ex . -r 33.5. Martonna's Ind.ex: Tx 10 • 19.3. Dandin's Index -p- 3. 
Ii1. these indexes P is the annual rainfall in mm and T the mean annual temperature. 
(Table I). 
If we were to compare all these da.ta with those of othqr mqtereological 
stations which although outside thq Oalatayud shP.et may be regarded as relative 
close - we would deduce that the Calatayud climate is somgwhat diffqrent to 
that of the two general climatic zones, Si~rra Iberica and mbro depression. This 
is a consequence of the geographical circumstances, as we may consider the area 
under study to be a small depression surrounded by mountains but these, being 
- mere foothills, do not participate of the typical climate of the authentic 
Cordillera Iberica, neither is the Jal6n depression similar to the large plain 
a.long which the Ebro flows. In general lines, in addition to the strong donti-
nental character we may note four very marked characteristics: in the first 
place the aridity, which although not reaching the values attainP.d in the Ebro 
depression-in Zaragoza the Martonna's index is 12.5- is considerably accentuated. 
In the second place as a result of combinations of cold and stable air masses 
with cyclone winds we find large irregularities in the "regimen", intensity 
and distribution of precipitations, as may be seen from the figures set down 
in the above general table, rainfall is decidedly equinoctial; with a minimum 
in the Autumn and another in the Spring; in the third place as a result of 
its continent~l character, thermal contrasts between Summer and Winter are 
very pronounced and, lastly, it is worth noting the intensity and frequency 
of the winds partioularly the North West wind, call~d "oierzo11 in Aragon. 
Januar,y 
February 
Ma.rah. 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
OQtober 
November 
December 
Winter 
Spring 
Sumnier 
Autumn 
. . Mean values of Mean values of 
maximum ·~ mini nmm. daily 
temperatures temperatures 
... 
9,4 1,1 
11,6 t,4 -
15,0 4,:i, 
. 18,3 6,0 
22,7 9,4 
26,3 11,2 
30,e 15,l 
29,e .. 15,0 
26,4· 12,7 
19,7 8,1 
13,7 4,1 
10,2 2,2 
Da:ys o:f rain 
16. 
21 
16 
20 
Rain in Jul3 and Augast: 11~. 
PERIOD: 19~1963 
Mean annual Thermal Oscil-
temp<!rature lation m!lnthly 
5,2 
.. 6~5 
9,5 
12,1 
16,o 
18,.7 
23,0 
22,4 
19,5 
13,9 
8,9 
6,2 
&VP.rage 
' 
8,3 
.. 
10~ 
10,9 
12,3 
13,3 
15,l. 
15,5 
14,8 
13,7 
. 11,6 
9,6 
8,0 
. smAsONAL DISTRIBUTION 
Total amount in mm. 
54,5 
129,1 
109,7 
130,4 
Table I 
Mean values 
of mi.nj mum 
monthly te,!!!. 
peratures 
-5,2 
-4,3 
-1,9 
1,0 
3,9 
7,9 
10,7 
10,l 
8,2 
2,0. 
-2,1 
-3,8 
Absolute :pays.of Total pre• 
mfojmum rain cipitatim 
temperatures in mm. 
-11,0 6 27,4 
-10,0 5 18,2 
-6,o 1 38,2 
-2,0 1 36,8 
-2,0 1 54,1 
5,0 8 59,2 
8,0 4 28,5 
8,0 4 22,0 
5;0 6 55,7 
o,o 1 40,7 
-4,0 1 34,0 
-13,0 1 38,9 
Percentage of total rain 
18,6 
28,4 
24~ 
28,8 
=====~~~=----~~~================----·-·-··--
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Luminosity is very good, in line with the nwnber of entirely clear 
days, without any cloudiness, and whioh may beoome 140 days in a year. Con-
cluding th9se considerations we should .like to emphasize another important 
aspect in the study of precipitations, namely the iii.tensity with whioh they 
take place, usually calculated by dividing the rainfall by the days of rainf 
but this figure does not reflect the reality, for in this region the most 
intensive rains take the form of storms and although their duration is short 
it is sufficient to bring the ramblas into operation with the result that 
sometimes communication-ways are out as happens to the Madrid-Zaragoza road 
at Ateoa. 
Hydrograplw: 
The mCBt important river crossing the Calatayud sheet is the·J~l6n, 
a river of great geographical importance since it forms a depression cutting 
aoross the whole of the Sierras Iberioas and it oonstit1:1tes the most important 
flow of water discharging into the Ebro at its right bank. 
The right slope of the 1lfuro is fed by waters from the Sistema Ib~rioo, 
which is lower and less irrigated than the Pyrenean. The most important of 
these tributaries is on the right side, as we have said, the Jal6n which 
entirely outs, by means of narrow gorges excavated in very hard rooks, the 
~ . . . 
two series of parall~l sierras flanking the Calatayud trough, thus being 
able to· raaob the 'Elbro from its .Castilian origin• .The Jilooa which joins the 
Jalon at Calatayud is on the other hand a river of entirely Iberian course. 
In what follows we shall endeavour to set down, briefly the "regimen" of 
these rivers but remembering before. the meaning of the terms which wilr be 
used. The elements of the fluvial 0 rPgimen" ar~ the aboundanoe of flow, inter-
annual iI'regularity and SP.asonal variations in the height of its watP.rs. 
The flow if absolute is expressed in cubic metres per second and 
the relative flow by liters ppr second per square kilolllPter. When many years 
of observations are available the. value of the flow is tanned "modulo" ("mo-
dulus"). This is approximately an average and it is the flow that flowing 
•·. 
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steadily throughout the period of observation would have totalized the total 
. amount of water actually passing through the river of the gauging station 
during that lapse of time. 
The inter-annual irregularity is Axpressd by a obefficient obtained 
dividing the maximum annual flow during the observed period by minimum flow 
during that same period. 
Seasonal variations, the most important element of thP. "regimen", 
are expressed by a monthly coefficient obtained by sucoesaively diving the 
average flow in each month by the annual "modulus". (Table II). 
In general and except for the Jalon and Jilooa, all the remaining 
water courses we found in this Calatayud ar~a are of small flow, the moat 
important among them being the Manublesi Ribeta and the Perejiles, the three 
being tributaries of the Jalon. 
All these rivers arP. of high irregularity as p?,rtains to a non-oceanic 
pluvial feed. Rain is more frequent towards the mountaineous rP.gion in the 
North West and its influenoe is noted in the Jalon itself in the ~urve of 
seasonal variations with a melting peak in March and snow retention in 
January. In addition to this feature of the Jalon we shall mention another 
displayed by the Jilooa: of its flow: .o:f' 3. 77 m3 when passing Daroaa half of 
it is due to the "liUAnte de Cella", located in the neighbourhood of Teruel 
and which is one of the largest resurgences Of the Peninsula. To end ~ae 
considerations relative to the hydrography of the Calatayud sheet We shall 
point out that most of the Jalon and Jiloca tributaries· ~e ot a torrantial 
regimen, namely "ramblAs" • ce,used. by.· the oontin~p.tai; ohara9ter of ·tll.e climate . 
and rainfall. The volume of trru1sport materlalsf'ollowingintensiv.e r~in is' 
suoh that powerful dejection cones are formed at the bottom of the valleys 
and which, in the case of .the Jiloca, are burying its best meadow soils. 
Reliefs 
The relief of the studied ca+ata~ ~rea is in general.rtJ¥ged since 
this region partioipates of the foothills of the Iberian cordilleras, which 
REGillEN' ELEMENTS 
River and station U:El?er basin Ave~e flow Seasonal variations Inter-annual 
in Km2 
m3/seg. l/s. y Km.2 Max. lio Id. 2io Min. lio Id. ~o irregularit.v 
Jal6n (Jub~ra) 202t4 0,45 2,22 1,71 (Mr) 0,53 (Ag) 3,8 
Jalon (Cetina) 1.820 4,90 2,69 1,95 (Jn) 1,70 (Ab) 0,22 (.Ag) 0,55 (D) 10,03 
Jalon ( Calatayud) 6.828 20,79 3,04 1,27 (F) 0,51 (Ag) 1 4,47 
.....;:... 
Jiloca(Calamocha) 2,88 1,55 (D) 1,35 (F) 0,59 (Jl) 1,28 (Ja) 1,88 00 
\ 
Jiloca(Daroca) 2 .. 17a 3,77 1,73 1,55 (D) 0,31 (Ag) 10,06 
Table ll 
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group follows at this end of the Zaragoza province a NW to SE line with a 
medium height ranging from 700 to 1100 me.tree. The foothills are looa:ted 
at the N.E. and S.W. ends of the Calatayud sheet confining a zone occupied 
by Tertiary and Quaternary materials, but this central space is not a unifozm 
plain because of thP. strong erosive action of its rivers and streams whioh 
have excavated these materials dislocating the whole ensemble. Doubtless the 
most rugged are corresponds to the North East end where the maximum heights 
are also situated. We may say that there is here a single line divided into 
two stretches by the Ja16n river; the WestP.rnmost part corresponds to the 
Sier~a de la Virgen, its more important heights being the peaks of San Cris-
, 
tobal, Pedro mientes, Mores, Los Pedrosos, Almeno and El Carrascal, the 
maximum altitude being at Mingoaranda with 1283 metres. The l!lastem part 
belongs to the Sierra. de Vicort with some peaks such·as Nogu.erilla and.La 
Concha, also more than 1,000 metres high. 
CHIN CHON 
The land included in the Chinchon shP.et, _Number 606 of the "Mapa Topo-
grafioo Naoional", third edition, 1948, is situated between meridians 02 101 
and 0' 30' East longitude and parallels 402and 402 101 North latitude and 
corresponds to the provinces of Madrid and Toledo; the river Tajo, flowing 
from East to West, being almost always the natural boundary bP.tween the two 
provinces. 
Geology& 
In the danain of the Chinch6n sheet we find only grounds belonging to 
the Tertiary and Quaternary but there is no doubt that the largest extension 
corresponds to the Tertiary and, within it, to the Mioceno-lacustre, Miocene 
period, which is many aspects is similar to that of the Calatayud grabe~. 
The upper stage of this Miocene is represented by Paramos limP.stone, 
a compact lacustri~ limestone of conchoidal fracture and very fragile, it 
is of clear coloration and -at some places in the Tajo basin, to which the 
Chinch6n area belongs, it reaches from 20 to 30 metres of thickness. In 
some places this limestone shows calcite rhombohedra due to subsequent 
crystallization and together with them in s cme crevices it is ocoasional'ly 
possible to see pyrolusite dendrites. 
Under this limestone lP,vel there is one of typically detrital facies 
and whose lithology is somewhat complex. It is a continuous horizon although 
little uriiform laterally. FUndamentally it is formed by marly and. sandy 
sediments, but as other places of the basin are also argyllaceous hence the 
names sabulose clay level, by which this horizon is designated. As above 
stated the heterogeneity of the strata is large, for we find sands, marls 
of several coloratio~, fine marly sands, limestone layers, highly-calcareous 
hardened white marls, gypsiferous sandstones with glauconite and, sporadically, 
fine levels of gypsum. But these gypsums are systematically crystalline and 
specular as if of second formation, in other words recrystallized. 
At the contact zone between this detrital lAVel and the upper level 
of the compact limestone the character of the sediments is less sabulose and 
here is where all geologists mention silica concretions either in znnal form, 
as opals and agates, or in a less organized form such as flint. Also at the 
higher limit of this horizon it is possible to find minerals that in other 
places of the basin beo'otna true deposits, among which we may mention sepioli te, 
. ~, 
magnetite and even manganiferous,(ieposits. 
Under the argyllaceous-sabulose detrital horizon we find ~other one, 
of quite different characteristics. It begins by a layer of gypsiferous marls 
which soon give way to gypsums , ~ppearing in large banks, and Which are 
compact and of alabastrine appearance in some cases, indubitably they are 
of first formation. 
)Vhereas there is unanimous opinion as regards the upper limestones 
since they are regarded as Pontienses by all geologists, in the case of the 
Geognosis of the lower horizon there was total disparity of opinions for a 
very long time. But taking into account several considerations,' sedimentary, 
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geoteotonic end principally paleontologio, we may consider the Vindoboniense 
to end at the lower gypsiferous horizon since it exhibits the "Mastodon Angus• 
tidrins", all the other detri tal and c~careous liwels eXhibi ting the "Hipparion 
gracile" being therefore Pontienses. 
The Quaternary is represented on thP. Chinch6n sheet by pleistocene and 
ho~ocene grounds. To the first of these coITespond the various terrace lP.vels 
some of which have boulders cemented with an arenaceous calcareous material 
thP,Se boulders being quartzites as a rule. Both the presPnt alluviums, constitut-
ed by fine marly sands, and the terraces are in the majority due to materials 
received from the river Tajo which traverses the Chinch6n shAet at its eastern 
part. 
Climates 
Broadly speaking the Ohinoh6n climate is that of the Central Spanish 
Meseta. This m0 seta being surrounded by mountains and being distant from the 
sea has a typically continental climate and hence with abrupt contrasts. Winter 
is cold with long periods of frost although snowfalls are neither very often 
nor very copious. Summer is fiery hot and this contributes to the dryness of 
the ambient due to the scarcity of rainfall; this lack of periodical rains 
during this part of the year is interrupted only by aoo.idental storms. AutUDlll. 
is the more regular season of the year, best atmosphere and of more uniform 
climatology. During its course the Sumr:ier heat is gradually descending and 
Winter makes its presence by degrees without e:ny sudden changes. On the other 
hand the Spring varies a lot; w~ry often it is absorbed by the long Winter 
'and by the Summer which SODIP,times begins early. Total annual rainfall is not 
very large, for as a rule it never reaches 450 .mm. a rainfall usually distributed 
in two maximum periods, one during the Winter ar+d the other in the Spring. These 
two maxima are usually separated by a short drought in the Winter but the long·· 
drought coincides with the Summer, for .the total rainfall during the months 
of July and August does not exceed 2r/o. 
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The figures given in the Tab'le III COI'I'P,Spond to observations taken 
at the Getafe mP,tereological station, only a few kilometres from Chinoh6n, 
during th~ period 1950-1963. 
The altitude of Getafe metereological station is 623 metres, mean 
annual temperature 14.42, rainfall 404.2 mm., mean. annual oscilation ll.3Q 
and days of rain 76. Lang 1 s inde:x: -~T- 28, Martonne 1 s Inde:x: -"'~-- 16. 5, 
T.100 ~.10 
Dandin's Inde:x: p -= 3.5. (Table III) 
H.ydrography 
Physiographioally, in the Chinch6n sh~et the whole land appears subordinate 
to the valley of the river Tajo, a fluvial stream traversing it at its Southern 
ar~a in a direction practically from East to West, giving rise to a local base 
level which entirely drains the hydrographic network of the territory. This river 
and its tributary, the Taju.fla, located at the North East end of the sheet are. 
the only two important streams to be appreciated in this are.a since the remaining 
of the hydrographio network is limited to deep ravines which transport water 
after a winter season. 
The Tajo originates in the Cordillera IbArica in the orographic knot 
constituted by the Sierra of Albarracin, and the Montes Universales, specifically 
the "Muela caliza de San Juan". From its birth to its confluence with the river 
Guadiana, it runs describing a very widP. ourve, over soils of widely different 
lithological nature and which in general are rugged and rocky, but from that 
confluence the river advances trough Miocene marly and oalacareous soils follow-
ing a South Easterly course to Villamanrique del Tajo, already in the Chinch6n 
sheet, where it takes a Westerly direction, passing between tho. tablelands of 
Colmenar de Oreja and La Mesa de Ocana; the fluvial stream deeply erodes the 
left bank where high vertical bluffs have been produced but upon reaching Aran-
juez the river undergoes a large widening into whioh disembogues the important 
fluvial branch formed by the Tajufta, Henares, Jarama and l\!anzanates. This fan-
shaped fluvial branch is due to the amphitheatre 
Ja:riuB:ry' 
February 
March 
April 
May 
JU!le 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Winter 
Sprillg 
Summer 
Autumn 
Mean values of Mean values of 
. maximum daily minimum daily 
temperatures temperatures 
9,2 l,l 
11,7 1,8 
15,3 4,2 
18,4 6,o 
22,2 10,7 
27,7 14,0 
32,3 17,5 
29,7 16,7 
27,0 13,8 
19,9 9,0 
13,9 4,4 
10,0 1,9 
Days or fain 
21 
25 
10 
20 
Bain in July 8Ild AllgustJ '21> 
PSIRIOD: 1950-1963 
Mean ammal The:rmal Oscil-r Mean values 
temperature lation monthly of' minimum 
average monthly tea 
peratures 
5,1 8,l -4,8 
6,7 9,9 -3,7 
9,7 ll,l -l,O 
12,2 12,4 0,0 
16,4. 11,5 4,1 
20,8 13,7 7,9 
24,9 14,8 12,l 
23,2 13,0 12,0 
20,4 13,2 0,4 
14,4 10,9 2,7 
9,1 9,5 -1,3 
5,9 8,l -3,8 
SEA.SOBAL DISTRIBUTICIR 
· Total amount in mm. 
131,3 
122,5 
30,8 
119,4 
Table m 
Absolu.te Days of' Total Pl"§ 
minimum rain cipitatio 
temp!'!ratures in mm. 
-8,0 7 41,1 
-10,6 6 36,9 
-4,0 9 39,4 
-1,2 8 39,0 
-1,l 8 43,3 
5,0 5 22,4 
9,0 2 6,4 
0,0 3 2,0 
3,6 5 33,9 
-0,2 7 40,0 
-1,2 8 44,9 
-10,0 8 40,0 
Percentage of' total rain 
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mountaineous edges of the basin in which edges all these fluvial streams 
originate. In this Ohinchon area the Tajo forms, in general, a typical,trough-
shaped erosion valley, it is wide, somewhat asymetric, and of gentle gradient 
since this stTetch of the course does not usually exceed l per 1000. Along 
this valley the meanders wind about time after time frequently giving rise to 
abandoned beds. The fluvial regimen of the Tajo is reflected in the following 
IJiable, which shows the large variations in flow typical of all the ~seta rivers. 
(Table IV) • 
. The other important river we observe on the Chinchon shP.et and which, 
as already stated, is a tributary of the Tajo, is the Tajufia which originates 
in the high moorland North of Cifuentes in the Guadalajara province from which' 
it advances through the valley, in the form of a trench, in a South-Westerly 
direction joining the Jarama at Ciempozuelos and together they flow out into 
the Tajo in the vecinity of Aranjuaz after travelling 130 kilometres. On 
examining the monthly average-flows of this river, a season of high waters 
would be noticed, beginning in February and ending in April, a Sununer minimum, 
very pronounced in August, and a secondary maximum during th"' Autumn, A great 
irregularity from year to year would also be noticeable. These data clearly 
) . ' 
. 'show that ·the regimen of the river Tajuiia is of the pluvial type pa:rticularly 
dependant on the Spring and Autumn rains. 
Reliefs 
The Ohinohon territory exhibits in part the relief and topography 
proper to the Oastilian meseta, a country to a la:rge extent of tabular 
structures and reliefs demolished by various erosive actions. In othe:rwords 
it shows the mo:rphology characteristic to the so called paramos, high cal-
careous plateaux of an average altitude of about 750 metres and where the 
main urban nuclei are seated. There is great uniformity of the landscape, 
broken only by the course of the River Tajo the descent to which is sometimes 
gradual, the transition being really abrupt at other times, a declivity dua 
to the erosive action bf the' Tajo, the difference in level between the paramo 
Montbly averages in cubic metres for second of River Tajo flow when passing through the Azucaica ganging station 
ill!:!. Januazy Fe b:ruar.v- March April ¥& June ~ ~ September Q::tober November December A:cnual 
ave~e 
1920 73,9 . 92,3 169,5 136,4 68,4 56,4 38,0 20,0 19,0 34,6 22,6 63,5 65,7 
1921 55,0 54,2 63,3 36,0 61,6 107,8 27,3 18,3 24,5 45,1 27,3 52,0 47,7 
1922 42,7 108,7 70,7 143,0 57,3 38,7 24,0 16,6 22,6 38,2 71.9 38,9 56,1 
1923 56,9 62,0 128,6 103,3 52,9 29,0 21,8 16,7 22,8 19,5 51,7 124,8 57,5 
1924 87,9 156,5 225,5 274,6 79,4 29,7 20,5 18,0 19,4 18,7 26,2 60,2 84,8 
1925 32,1 37, 7 70,8 56,9 50,1 57,6 27,7 16,2 17,0 20,0 31,5 195,2 51,1 
1926 68,3 250,2 92,7 127,3 118,2 36,3 24,5 16,5 23,4 55,0 195,0 165,9 97,4 ~ 1927 73,5 54,2 151,7 113,5 67,3 38,8 25,6 17,2 17,5 25,0 76,0 238,4 74,9 
140,6 28,6 46,3 58,6 46,3 39,8 101,5 CS1 1928 81,9 209,3 250,0 198,7 80,1 37 ,5 ( 
1929 51,5 93,8 107,3 43,3 69,2 50,0 28,2 20,l 31,5 27,3 34,0 90,0 2212 
Ten-year average ••••••• 69,1 
Aver~e flows of the Ta,juiia in m3 for second at the Titulcia ~station 
i917 •••••••••••••• 5,8 i924 •••••••• ~ ••••• 5,3 
1918 •••••••••••••• 1,2 1925 •• ••••• ......... 2,.8 
i919 •••••••••••••• 8,5 1926 •.•••••••••••. 4,~ 
1920 •••••••••••••• 4,3 1927 •••••••••••••• 3,5 
1921 •••••••••••••• 2,0 i92a ............... a,6 
1922 •••••••••••••• 1,5 i929 ................. 1,3 
1923 •••••••••••••. 2,0 1930 ................. 3,5 
Table IV 
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and the present river-vall~y being about 230 metres. As we .have said since 
this is not a mountainAous region there are no authentical accentuated 
reliefs but only some hills bearing witness to the erosive action of the 
streams that by excavating the soft matArials originate these small ac-
cidents, almost always topped by hard "Pontiensas'' limestones. Hence the 
height of these hills is usually lower than the avArage altitude of the 
upper meseta and we inay thus mention as more characteristic, among several 
other examples, the following peaks: Caridad (641 m.), 1iata Asnos (735m,), 
La Pedrea (645 m.),Plata (725 m, ) and El Palomar (740 m.), all of them 
below th~ hqight of 753 metres of the belfries at the Chinoh6n and OolmP.nar 
churches. 
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V·E GET AL LANDSCAPE 
The vegetal landscape of the Calatayud zone varies considerably 
within the relatively small limits which enclose.its eurfaoe. The existence 
of a rugged topography and the presence of substrata of different ohemioal 
nature necessarily show themselves in the different regional types of vege• 
tation, within the wide type of Mediterranean vegetation to which a great 
part of our country belongs • 
. · Woods are not numerous nor they do oooupy large extensions; they 
a:re concentrated in mountainous districts unsuitable for cultivation because 
of ·their topography or poverty of their soils. In this case, the ~o mountain-
ous chains crossing the territory in a NVl-SE direction are covered with ar-
boreous Vegetation in a seminatural state, helped by forestal conservation 
perf'ormed.,by the forestry services. The natural arboreous vegetation of these 
woods has disappeated t.o a great extent, having been progressive].y replaced 
by plantations of various pin~ speoles. However, in the North part of the 
eastern mountainous chain, at the foothills of Sierra de la Virgen and at 
the.middle and high parts of Sierra de Vioort, it is possible to find tes-
timonies of the constituents of natural forest suoh as oak trees, cork trees· 
and holm-oaks, forming communities which will be detailed hereinafter. 
In the Western cordillera, the, poverty of soils and human influence 
have taken the arboreous vegetation to its complete .. destruction and the 
present woods are exclusively pine gro~es in the process of reforestation. 
The Armantes district, North of the Calatayud town, is also ex-
tenaively refor"'sted with Pinus halepensis, although their growth is slow 
and the pine-trees have aged without acquiring their normal height, due to 
. the dryness and poverty of the soils on which they grow. 
The destruction of woods has caused . the existence of numerous areas · 
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oovered by bush in a more or less degradated oondition and whioh ai'e devoted 
to pastures or are simply waste land or abandoned cultivations. Depending 
on the degree of intensity of the pasturage, or on the time during which it 
remains abandoned, the bush may be more or less degraded, although it is 
always in an advanoed stage of degradation. We may partioularly mention those 
bushes growing on shales, caloareous marls or gypsiferous marls, the various 
oommunities being differentiated by the species that constitute them, in 
partioular those growing on gypsif erous marls display a characteristio gyp-
sioolous flora. 
The herbaoeous vegetation is found disseminated in a discontinuous 
form among degraded bushes, but without forming dense communities .that might 
resemble· prairies. It is only in saltish grounds located east of the tOw.n 
that small spots of herbaceous vegetation are found constituted, in the main, 
by plants which adapt themselves to saline grounds forming dense although 
discontinuous prairies, sµbjected to their edaphio requirements. 
Among unirrigated soils oultivations a prominent role is played by 
qereals, vine yards and olive groves. All the ondulated distriots situated 
among mountainous area.$ are oovered witl;i. these cultivations. Olive-trees 
, 
}".' . '. . . ,,-;;. 
in plaoes specially protected to prevent the heavy frosts. Almond-tree Cul-
tivations are also found with some frequency in mountainous distriots of 
poor soils. 
'11he qllu::itials zones are occupied throughout 1;heir lP~th by grounds 
devoted to orchard culittva,~~on and fruit-trees. 
The vegetal landscape of the ffi}.·:LnchPll< sheet sha,wEI a greater monotoey, 
due in the main to the soarci ty of forestal vegetaib:ii9n.i, wb.;tC,h i.s ~Qllfined 
t'i> spm.ll. a:r;eas aoattered about the distriot. Woods ~emain1 B.$· relioe; $n:. those 
places where tb.e pQYerty of tbe .aoils will not allow a remunerative' oJll .... 
ti va ti on. It is a homogeneous type of. hig}l:l.y· deg;raded oak'"'.'holln wood,. with 
11aotobosque11 very poor in species and ·fO\Dl(} ·ov.sr. all types of soi~&• 
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In some waterways, ravines and. wet places, facing northwards, small 
artificial o~-holm groves may be found, of which Quercus lusi tanica al.so 
fonns part as well as some species of Populus but these formations are rare, 
of very small dimensiones and not oartographioa. 
In the.whole of the district there is only one wood, in a small spot 
hear Belmonte de Tajo, with Pinus halepensis from an old reforestation. 
The banks of the river Tajo 9 with its cle;y or gypsiferous marl slopes, 
are for the most part covered with a degraded bush plentifUl in rosemary and 
which sometimes reaches considerable density and height. However, in places 
of excessive gradient or highly pastured, the bush has become degraded to the 
"tomillar" oorid.ition with few annual plants. This degradation is far larger 
in either poor or gypsiferous soils where gypsicolous plants thrive. 
The top of the hills is practically flat and they are thA seat of 
cultivation on both sides of the river iajo. In the eastern pa.rt a district 
covered by "dehesas" is prominent; these "dellesas" are places in which part 
of the original oak-holm·trees have been preserved and whose soil is cultivated 
for oereala of pasture. ThP. rest of the district is devoted to the cultivation 
of olive-trees, almorid.-trees, vines or cereals. 
'l!he "vegaa11 ·of Tajo and Tajufia rivers are completely covered by orchards 
and fruit-tree cultivations, mostly irrigation cultivation. 
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SOIL PROFIL'!llS 
Locality 
Position 
Altitude 
Topography 
Vegetation 
Original material 
Drainage 
COllENAR SFJRIES 
C-I PROFILE 
Profile development 
Type of soil 
Depth (oms.) Horizon Color 
0 - 5 C-I-A 7.5 YR 4/4 
5 - 40 0-I-B 5 Y R 4/4 
Observations 
Large biological·activity 
Colmenar de Oreja 
Villamanrique to Colmenar Road -Km. 20.500 
720 m. 
Gently undulated 
Clear Querous !lex wood 
"Pontienees" white greyish limestones 
.Good 
ABC 
Calcareous brown (Brown Madi terrane'an soil) 
Description 
Limy-sandy, of regular organic matter, 
with granular structure, slight consist-
ency, good permeability, limes~one 
fragments at the surface and remains of 
leaves. 
Limy, little organic matter, with poly-
hedral subangular structure, medium 
consistency, good pe~eability, coating 
and calcareous nodules(. 
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VILLACONEJOS SERIES 
C-II PROFILE 
Looality Colmenar 
Position Colmenar to Villaconejos road - Km. 6 
Altitude 660 m. 
Topography Undulated 
Agriou:J.ture Vines, olive-groVP-S and cereals 
Original material Chalk marl 
Drainage Good 
Profile development A/B/C 
Type of soil Gypsum brown 
Depth (oms.) Horizon Color Desoription 
0 - 20 C-II-A 10 YR 6/1 Sandy with regular organic matter of 
little developed grumous struoture, 
little consistency, good permeability 
20 - 60 C-II-B 10 YR 6/2 Sandy with little organic matter, 
almost without structure but grumous 
and little consistency 
more 60 0-II-O \!lite 
·"· ~t:.Rp.e,RO J, 
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VILLAMANRIQUE SERIES 
C-III PROFILE 
Locality Villamanrique 
Position Fuentiduana to Villamanrique Roa,d. -Km. 5 
Altitude 560 m. 
Topography Gently undulated 
Agrioul ture, Cereals 
Original material . Sandy diluvial deposits 
Drainage Good 
Profile development A/C 
Type of soil Terrace brown 
Depth (oms.) Horizon Color Description 
0 - 15 C-III-A 10 YR 6/3 Sandy with regular organic matter, 
crumby structure, good permeability 
and slight consistency, having 
carbonates. 
50 0-III-B 10 Y R 8/4 Sandy of polyhedral structure, medium 
consistency and good permeability, 
carbonates present. 
- 100 0-III-C Sandy, of pol;yhedral structure, 
medium consistency and good permeability, 
carbonatP.s present. 
ObservatiOns. 
Soil without visible evolution 
Locality 
Position 
'l'opography 
Vegetation 
Agrioulture 
Original material 
Drainage 
Profile development 
Type of soil 
Depth (oms~) Horizon 
0 - 20 C-IV-A 
20 C-IV-C 
Observations 
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TA.JO SERmS 
c ... rv PROFILE 
Color 
10 Y R 6/3 
Vil~amanrlque 
''De la Baroa" road 
Flat 
Blaok poplars grove 
Cereals, µnirrigated land, vines 
Alluviums 
Good 
A/C 
Young alluvial 
Deeoription. 
Limy with considerable organic matter, 
well developed polyhedral granular 
struoture, medium consistency and 
good penneability. 
Sandy without organic matter, or 
structure, no ooheietenoy and good 
penneabili ty. 
Young soil. Normally there is no A horizon. 
Looality 
Position 
Topography 
Vegetation 
Original material 
Drainage 
TAJO SERIES 
C-V PROFILl!l 
Colmenar 
Km. 15.500 {Arroyo Valdepueroo) 
Flat 
Rushes 
Profile d~velopnent 
Type of soil 
Chalk alluviums 
Medium 
Ao/A1/sa/O 
Salty humio alluvial 
Depth (oms.) 
0 -20 
20 - 75 
Observations 
Horizon Color Description 
0-V-Ao 10 Y R 4/2 Lim¥ with plenty of organio matter, 
granular struoture, medium oonaietenoy 
and medium penneability. 
C-V-A1 2.5 YR 3/2 Limy with copious organic matter, polyhedral atruoture, medium oons:ls t•moy 
and alight penneability. 
Z:f':f'loreeoenoea appear at 25 oms. 
Locality 
Position 
Altitude 
Topography 
Vegetation 
Agriculture 
Original material 
Drainage 
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COLLA.DO 6'1RIES 
C-VI PROFIIE 
Profile development 
Type of soil 
Depth (oms.) Horizon Color 
0 - 20 C-VI-Ao 10 Y R 6/2 
20 - 40 C-VI-A1 10 Y R 6/2 
'Observations 
Colmena.r de Oreja 
Camino del Collado (Collado road) 
630 m. 
Gently rugged 
Rosemary, thyme 
Vine, olive groves 
Limestone 
Good 
Xerorendzine 
Description 
Sandy-liley', regular organio matter, 
granular little developed stru.oture, 
weak consistenoy and good permeability. 
Sandy-limy, little organio matter, 
little developed granular structure, 
weak oonsistenoy and good permeability. 
Limestone fragments throughout the profile. 
Locality 
Position 
Altitude 
Topography 
Vf'lgetation 
Original material 
Drainage 
Profile development 
Type of soil 
Depth (oms.) Horizon 
0 - 30 Z-I-A 
30 - 60 ·z-I-B. 
60 - 100 Z-I-0 
Observations 
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ARMANTIDS SERIES 
Z-I PROFILE 
Col Qr 
10 YR 6/2 
5 Y R 5/6 
Calatayud 
Camino dP.l Mafio Mano (Maffo Maf'io Road) 
820 m. 
25% Rugged 
"Gemista, rosemary, thyme and pine woods 
~~' sandstone and lilll9stone alternation 
Ext. good. Int. medium 
A/B/C 
Brown oaloareoue soil on marl and 
sandstone 
Description 
Sandy-limy, with regular organic matter• 
of granular structure, ar:tdium oonsis.tenoy 
and good permeability. 
Limy-sandy, of little organic matter• 
sub-angular structure of small poly-
hedra, medium consistency and good 
permeability. 
Limy-clayey of polyhedral-laminated 
structure, with medium consistency and 
good permeability. 
There are limestone rooks throughout the profile. White crystalline efflorescences. 
The Mano Mano and Armantes region is highly eroded. They are alternations of red 
marls, sandstones and limestones giving calcareous brown soils as this one and 
erosion rend.zinea and lithosoils fanning a complex .which cannot be separated. 
Locality 
Position 
Altitude 
Topography 
Vegetation 
Agriculture 
Original ~terial 
Drainage 
Profile deve1opment 
Type of soil 
Depth (oms. ) Horizon 
0 - 5 Z-II-A 
5 - 100 Z-II-C 
Observations 
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VILLA.RROYA SERIES 
Z-II PROFILE 
Color 
7.5 YR 6/4 
5 YR 4/3 
Cervera 
Villalu.enga to Cervera Road ... Km. 4.5. 
786 m. 
Highly undulated 
"Gemista" 
Cereals 
Red marl 
Int. bad 
(A)/C 
Non-developed young erosion soil 
Description 
Limy-sandy, little organic matter of 
highly developed granular structure, 
medium consistenoy and medium penne-
abili ty. 
Limy of platty structure, strong 
consistency and little permeability. 
Stones at surface. Horizon: Da Conglomerate. 
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CALATAYUD SERIES 
Z-IIf PIDFIUJ 
Locality 
Position 
Altitude 
Topography 
Vegetation 
Original material 
Drainage 
Profile development 
Type or soil 
Depth (oms. ) Horizon Color 
0 - 5 Z-III-A 10 Y R 7/1 
more 5 Z-III-A 10 Y R 8/1 
Observations 
Calatayud 
"Camino del Gurugu" (Gurugu Road) 
620 m. 
Undulated 
Thyme, helianthemus 
Gypsums and chalk marls 
Good 
(A)/O 
Gypsum rendzine eroded in litho-
soils· area 
. Description 
Sandy-limy with little organic 
matter, non-developed structure 
weak consistenoy and good pe:rme-
abili ty. 
Sandy-limy, without organic matter, 
or structure, weak consistenoy and 
good permeability 
Thie profile was :taken South of Calatayud in an area eroded throughout, they 
are gypsum lithosoile. Limestone presP..nt in hillocks. 
Looality 
Position 
Altitude 
Topography 
Vegetation 
·Original material 
Drainage 
Profile development 
Type of soil 
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VICORT SERIES 
Z-IV PROFIL!l 
Depth · (oms.) Horizon Colo~ 
2-30 Z-IV-A 10 Y R 8/3 
Z-IV-B 7.5 YR 5/6 
Observations 
Calatayud 
Forest road branching off at Km. 244.500 
950 m. 
very rugged 
Heath, pine groves, formerly Querous 
SandstonA and quartzite 
Good 
A-B-0 
Brown earth on quartzoee sandstone 
Description 
Sandy with little organic matter, 
micro-granular structure, little 
consistency and good permeability. 
Limy, with little organic matter, 
highly developed grumous-polyhedral 
structure, of medium consistenoy and 
good permeability. 
Somewhat degraded acid brown earth, forestal and gradient profile. Soarcely 
any humification. One A00 and one Ao are undeoomposed~ The true humus horizon 
of brown earth is missing. In the profile IV region almost everything is litho- . 
soil and quartzite ranker. 
,Looality 
Position 
Altitude 
Topography 
Vegetat~on 
Original material 
Drain.age 
Profile development 
Type of soil 
Depth (oms.) Horizon 
0 - 30 Z-V-A 
·.3<) z-v-o 
Observations 
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FOZAS SERIES 
Z-V PROFILE 
Color 
10 Y R 6/2 
White 
Calatayud 
"Camino Mafio Mafio" (Ma.ffo Mailo Road) Km..5.5 
880 m. 
Very rugged 
Pine grove reforestation 
Limestones, marls and some ohalk 
Good 
A/C 
Rendzine of marly-oaloareous-gypseous mull 
Desoription 
Limy, aboundant organio matter, well 
developed granular structure, medium 
oonaistenoy and good penneability. 
As·above. 
Sometimes there is a Ca hori~on. Stones throughout the profile. Continuous-rook 
outcrops. 
I 
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ATJllCA SEg_ 
Z-VI PROFILE 
Locality 
Position 
Altitude 
Topogra~ 
Vegetation 
Agriculture 
Original µiaterial 
Drainage 
Profile development 
Type of soil 
Depth (oms. ) Horizon Color 
0 - 5 Z-VI-A 10 Y R 6/2 
5 - 25 Z-VI-B 10 Y R 7/3 
25 Z-VI-C 
Observations 
Viver de la Sierra 
At 1 Km. from Viver de la Sierra 
950 m. 
Very rugged 
Quer~us, Cistus, Lavandula 
! 
In Very small valleys, 011.-~ grr•es and rye 
Slate 
Good but excessive at surface 
A/B/C 
Brown E'!arth on ala te (beside sandstone 
quartzite) 
Description 
Sandy-limy, with copious organic matter 
of grumous struoture, weak consistency 
and good permeability. 
Sandy-limy, little organic matter 
grumous structure' weak coneistenoy and 
good permeability. 
Slate 
All the soil is very stony, partioularly the B soil whioh has an ~of slate 
fragments. 
Looality 
Position 
Altitude 
Topography 
Vegetation 
Original material 
Drainage 
Profile development 
Type of soil 
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SEDILES SFJIYm. 
Z-VII PROFILE 
Depth (oms.) Horizon Color 
0 - 5 Z-VIII-A 10 Y R 5/2 
5 - 25 Z-VIII-B 10 Y lt 5/~ 
Observations 
Calatayud 
Dahesa de Inoges road 
640 m. 
Flat 
Lavender and chick pea 
Cruets and sediments on polygenic 
alluviums 
Good 
A/C 
Brown, of calcareous crust on 
alluvium terraced 
Description 
Sandy of regular organic matter, 
non-cieveloped grumous structure, 
weak consistency and good per-
meability with large biological 
activity. 
$a.:ndy-limy, of little org8.nic 
matter undeveloped struot\ire, 
ver.Y weak consistency and good 
permeability. 
Stones at the surfaoe. Have hardly been rolled. 
--------------~-----~~------------------~~~~ 
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STUDY OF DIFFERENT SOILS SERIES· 
CHINCHON SOILS 
Colmenar Series 
These soils have been fonned on hard calcareous rooks which strati-
graphically correspond to the higher level of the Miocene in this region. These 
are soils of A/B/C profile in which the A horizon has nonnally disappeared as 
a result of human action, so that on simply looking at them the B horizon, of 
colour 5 Y R 4/4, is always seen at the surface. The series belongs to the 
Great Group Mediterranean ltadish Brown soils, they are· highly developed soils 
but surface erosion and human action through wor~s have bro\J8ht to their 
surface fragments of the calcareous roak.. At places protected against erosion 
the soil is deeper and the colour becomes reddish, a detail noticed in aerial 
photography. The C-1 profile shows a humus horizon due to the fac't that it was 
taken in a small Quercus !lex wood. The transition from the B horizon to the 
.roak. is very abrupt for which reason the soil is highly influenced by the 
character of the rock. 
The hum.us horizon, when it exists, is of the Mull calcareous type with 
an'average content of 5 'lo and a plr of about neutral. The· depth of this horizon 
is 'from 5 to 8 oms, of highly developed grain-tY}}e structure. The B horizon, of 
abo.ut 35 oms thickness, is generally highly calcareous on aooo'll?lt of workixlga, 
has medium texture and passes without transition to the original material whioh 
is a very pure limestone. 
Villaconejos Series 
'lhese soils whose morphology is described in profile C-II, are formed 
on sandy chalk marls, aieo of the Miocene age. As result of the nature of the 
original mater'ial and alkalinity of the profile, clay fonnation is prevented 
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end there is no liberation of iron oxides, they are thus lithochromos soils. 
They belong to the Mediterranean Brown Soil Group of chalks and their physical 
and chemical properties and agricultural value are very much influenced by the 
contents in gypsum and calcium carbonate throughout the whole of the profile; 
because of this the structure is hardly developed and transition between horizons 
is very diffuse, it is difficult to distinguish them at first sight. The profile 
development is A/B/C but the humus horizon is also highly mineralized by the 
action of workings and cultivation and there are scarcely any morphological 
differences between horizons A and B. 
Villama.nrigue Series 
These soils are intimately connected with the Tagus river terraces 
which are preferently fotm.d. at its right bank. These gravel deposits called 
"terraces" were formed during the Quaternary in tne interglacial periods in 
which, due to the fast thawing of snow, large freshets of water were fonned 
which dragged thick elements which were in turn deposited on the'bankS of the 
rivers when the water. stream lost velocity, for which. reason the origin of 
. these sediments has a marked torrential cha.racter. 
The soil consists of a fine material which became deposited on these 
gravels When the current los'ti considP.rable Velocity for which reason the 
' ' . \ 
.. 
transition is very abrupt. ThP.se deposits are, as IDSiY' be seen from profile 
C-III, of considerable thickness and have developed a A/B/C profile, ·the 
. . .·.:I , . ,.. ·: 
original material being the sediment itself and. not the gravels whioh may be' 
. . - ' . 
regarded as the D horizon. 
Although the whole of the soil is highly calcareous, the B horizon 
is markedly developed, with a polyhedral structure developed "in situ" as a 
result of its paedogenesis. Liberation of iron oxides has not taken place 
because of soil alkalinity and for this reason the colours of the C and B 
horizons are the same; thP.se two horizons have a very gradual transition, 
their only difference being a small change-in their struoture. 
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TajoSeries 
These soils correspond to recent depoeita of the rivers, principally 
that of the Tajo river, which originate 'eoilQ of a great depth, with scarcely 
~development of edaphio horizons eince they a.re very young soils; any\ 
variations found in the profile are due to changes in the sedim:!ntation rate 
of fluvial waters. Agriculturelly these are very rich soils, and have been 
irrigation soils since the time of Roman domination. 
They are soils of Ap/O profile in which the Ap horizon, an anthropic 
horizon caused by workings, is 1*e only thing truit may be seen at simple eight 
and it f onns a top layer of about 35 ems. 
The C-IV and C-V profiles have been taken in this series of soils which 
belong to the Great Group of alluvial soils~ The C-V profile was taken at a 
zone where the vegetation suggested the existence of soluble salts; this profile 
does not belong to the alluviums of the Tajo river but to a small stream that 
runs between Miocene chalk marls, which explains the presence of ~oluble salts 
and 'the absence of cultivation. 
Collado Series 
These soils occupy a transition zone between the. Colmenar and Villa-
oonejos series' and form' a sort of step between them. They are developed. on 
marly limestones of medium,consistenoy and belong to the, Group of the rend-
.. . \ . . _:.' ' 
ziries of which profile 0-IVis a good ~ample •. Nolm,8.lly a rel'idzine soil ha$ 
an J../c p~bfile in wh,ioli the A horizon is. fioh ~·organic matter, because of . 
this, in semiarid countries in which the rendzine is le~a rioh in organic 
matter, the name xerorendzine is adopted as a result of the xerophytio 
character of the region. 
They'a.re soils of a small depth, 35 oms at most, agriculturally poor, 
with a Mull-tyl'e humus, organic matter contents ranging from 3 to 5 '%, their 
structure is that of the A horizon, mediwn-developed granular, passing "through 
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·smooth transition to the 0 horizon constituted by the marly limestone. 
CALATAYUD SOILS 
Arrnantes Series 
'l'he Arman.tee series corresponds to an extraordinarly abrupt zone 
due to intensive erosive processes on a geological material constituted by 
a tabular series of marls, sandstones and limestones. Since these materials 
are of such a different nature and physical properties it will be realized 
that the soil on them formed will have a vari$le morphology according to 
the proportion of the atartin8 mat~rial. The description of the Z-I profile 
clearly reflects the nature and morphology of these soils which are in every 
instance of A/B/0 profile; the top horizon, of medium content in humus due 
to 1he rapid mineralization of organic matter during the summer months, lies 
on the mineral B horizon, which is limy and of subangular polyhedral structure. 
In the case of the Z-I profile the original material is a oaloareous marl for 
which reason it imparts to the ~oil a limy and somewhat impervious oharaoter. 
The average depth of these soils is about 60 oms but in more abrupt local-
ities the lithosoil phase is found due to erosion. 
The Armantes series belongs to the Bry calcareous brown soils group 
of the Mediterranean Area, in other words there is not calcium carbonate 
waehing in the profile, the whole soil is calcareous and mey be regarded 
as in a edaphologically stable estate, the variability of the morphological 
character of the soil being a consequence of the erosion. 
Villarroya Series 
'l'he Z-II profile indicates that these are very superficial soils, 
of from about 5 to 15 ems thickness as they are formed on a considerably 
compact and impervious marl of laminated structure, on which the soil 
forming proc~sses may display their effects. They are in every case yoilng 
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erosion soils, of A/O profile, poor in organio matter, highly oaloareous 
and without a:ny possibility of subsequent evolution. The soil may be regarded 
as a rendziniform soil of marls in its xerophytio variety and of lithoohromo 
oharaoter. 
Under the marl are found oonglom13rate layers alternating with it, 
and this imparts to the soil a stony oharaoter which improves it sinoe it is 
thus rendered more permeable and loose. 
Calata:yud Series 
These soils are f oJ.'rl1P-d on ohalk marls and chalks in the neighbourhood 
of the Calatayud town. These soils are identical to those., df the Villaoonejos 
series of the Chinoh6n Regi6n from whioh the only difference is the greater 
heaviness or·olay contents in the original marl. For thi~ reason no profile 
was taken since all their properties and morphological characters are common 
to both series. A different name has been given only beoause of local reasons 
as the Ch_inoh6n and Calatayud regiori.s are very far away from one another. 
,-1, 
Torres Series 
These soils are also identioal to the Cerro Pino series in the Chin-
ch6n regi6n. The Z-III profile is a good example of themJ they are almost 
lithosoils, formed on crusts of marly chalks, always highly eroded and thus 
the deepest soil is about 5 oms thiolmess, having an A/C · profile very po.or 
in organio matter, rioh in gypsum and highly oaloareous, for whioh reason it 
is olassified as gypsum xerodendzine or gypsum desertio soil. In this series 
the lithosoil phase is predominate. 
Vicort Series 
In strong oontrast with the Torres series soils the Vioort series is 
found on a zone of the Iberian Conlillera, whioh has a relative humid climate, 
and is of forestry type and extremely rugged. The Z-V profile belongs to the 
Great Group of. Brown Foref!t soils, with an al ti tu.de near to 1000 mo, rain fall 
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'Of 800 mm, on an original material of siliceous nature and under woods of 
·reforestation pines and Querous lusitanioa. 
The acidity and good penneability of the rock promote soil development 
which is of A/B/C type with a vary deep and stony B horizon ~sino~ the soil is 
I I 
developed between gradient alluviums fonned by fragments of rook\o-:r sandatone 
• I I 
and qwartzite. In this oase the liberation of hydrated iron oxides :Qas been 
intense, imparting an ochre colour to the B horizon. Due to the steep gradient 
Of the SOil the erosion WaB Wery intensive before rAfOrestatian for Which 
reason the soil in this soi+ is associated with areas of lithoaoils in which 
the rook crops out. The evolution of this soil will be that of progressive 
acidification favoured by the nature of the humus, of Moder type, which derives 
from pine leaves whioh are very rioh in ligninea. 
Pozas Series 
This series also is identical with the Collado series of the Ohinchon 
region since it is fanned under a similar climate, same vegetation and on the 
same geological matArial. As already stated.in the case of the Collado series, 
\ 
·they are mull xerorendzines with the morphological and physical propert~es common 
to these soils so typical of Medi terra.nean oo.un tries., . 
·Ateoa Series 
The Ateoa series soils, superficial and stony, in a complex with lithe;...··. 
soils and more or less eroded areas, are found. oh slates of :the Silurianimd 
Cambrian in mountainous regions. The z.:.vr profile is highly typical, it has 
a horizon abundant in humus as it was taken in a Quercus Ilex forest. The B 
horizon is very stony and, .nozmally, in the case of cultivation soils, it is 
found at the surface since the organic horizon, and even part of the B.horizon, 
have vanished through erosion. The transition from the B to the 0 .horizons is 
. . ' 
·gradual and of imprecise limits since the B horizon is forme4 by physio~l dis-
I 
integration of· the slatey rook. This type of soil belongs to the Great Group 
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of' Mediterranean brown: soils, wall extended in Spain in rl'!gions of semiarid . 
or subhumid olimate and on silioeous rooks. 
Sediles Series 
This series of soils is morphologically olosely related with the 
Villamanrique Series of the Chinch6n series beoause although the soils are 
different both are fonned on gravel or alluvium deposits of the Quaternary 
period. In the Calatayud region these soils are developed on enormous alluvium 
deposits coming from the Iberian Cordillera and which descend until they beoo111e 
mingled with the terraces of the Jal6n river. They are very auperfioial soils 
of A/Ca/C profile, stony even at the surfaoe and with a caloareous horizon 
or.hard-apn at 25 oms depth immediately above the gravel zone. 
They are Brown soils of calcareous crust, with almost no organic 
horizon due .to erosion and mineralizations are highly oaloareous, of clear 
brown colour and without acy structural developnent. 
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIFJS OF THE sons SERIES 
DEDUCED FROM THEm MORPHOLOOY AND GENESIS 
CHlliCHON SOILS 
Through the knowledge of the origin, morphology and vegetation of a 
soil it is possible to deduce a series of physical properties of interest for 
·Agriculture and for technological purposes having various applications. These 
physical properties are connected with and have on the one hand, closely de-
pendeno~ upon the nature of the material which originated a soil and, on the 
other hand, upon tha edaphological prooesses to which this material was subjeoted 
until originating the present soil. It is therefore possible to deduo.e these 
properties by examining the soil profile, and later mBke the necessary oheoks 
in the laboratory accumulating the necessary data so as to establish next year 
the diohotomus keys by means of photographic interpretation. 
Colmenar Series 
The forne.tion of these soils has demanded a deep chemical desintegration 
of the calcareous rock for which reason soil characters are well developed. The 
structure is highly developi:id, it is polyhedral, which ensures me di um perme-
ability, soil aeration is good since ~idation phenomena predominate, the soil 
is well balanced as regards its texture since no fraction predominates;··. it hae 
medium porosity and plasticity, it is neither saline nor alkaline and its hu-
midity-retention caJ?aoi ty ia somewhat law, not experiencing any change in volume . 
w;hen drying. 
Due to the intrinsic conditions of the profile the soil is readily 
erodable sinoe the material "may slide" over the original rook, but on acoo\lllt 
of its topographical conditions, almost flat, erosion is of very small intensity. 
For all these reasons the soil is very good, almost ideal, for supporting 
buildings, aerodromes, cqmmunication ways, etc. 
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Villeoonejos Series 
/ 
The plzy'sical characteristios of these soils are inherited from the 
sandy~gypsiferous nature of the marl whioh constitutes the original material. 
The soils are deep, very little consolidated, without stru.cture development, 
very permeable, with1very low oapaoity for retaining water and non-plastic. 
Both penetrability and maoroporosity are very good. These soils are readily 
erodable .but the original material quickly replaces the losses caused'by 
erosion. The gypsum contents impart; to this soil very bad properties for 
the construction of either roads or buildings • 
. Villemanrique Series 
This is an extraordinarily calcareous soil a1;1,it calcium carbonate 
contents may reaoh near 50 ~; this calcium carbonate specially aooumttl.~tes 
in the silt fraction for which reason the interpretation of its granulometric 
analysis varies a lot, according to whether or not the carbonates are destroyed. 
This soil is very little plastio, oonsiderably permeable, little consolidated, 
very little erodable, well structured and deep. Its ph;ysical properties derive 
from its sandy nature for although the caloium carbonate causes the silt 
oont~nt to be Very high, it almost acts as an inert material being almost 
devoid of colloidkl properties. Aeration is good and so are porosity and 
penetrability and this together with its topographioal conditions renders 
the soil excellent for any technical application,S. 
Ta.io Series 
Profiles C-IV' and C-V al though belonging to the same series haw~ VAry 
different physical properties. C-IV' profile is the representative soil of this 
Series, C-V profile was taken in a small valley in which the vegetation appeared 
to suggest the existence of some content in soluble salts. The physical prop-
erties deduce!i from profile C-IV' indicate that this is a soil of medium penne-
abili ty, sil.ty-sandy, readily penetrable, little consolidated without "drainage 
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problems, well aerated and., on account of its depth, of large water-absorbing 
oapacity. It is an irrigation soil of great agricultural value. 
Profile C-V ind.ioates this to be a soil of slow permeability, some-
what saline, plastic, of silty texture, medium consistency, little aerated 
and readily puddled. Because of its physical properties and gypsum contents 
its qUf!lities are very poor for building purposes. 
Collado Series 
They are soils .or abi;upt topography, of small depth and highly cal-
careous. Of sandy-silty texture, the calcium carbonate preferably accumulates 
in the silt and clay fractions. They are very loose soils, very little conso-
lidated and plastic and of high permeability which is favoured by the presence 
of large quantities of limestone fragments in the soil.mass. The physical 
properties of this series of soils, which belong to. the Xerorendzine group, 
derivate from the frankly calcareous nature of the soil since it is a young 
soilp the lithological character is highly accentuated, and since the original 
calcareous rook is very porous and sandy grained, the soil has perf eotly defined 
physical properties. A soil of good aeration which never becomes puddled even 
·with intensive rainfall. 
Cerro Pino Series 
. I '1 
It will be dealt with o~jointly with thE;t Torres Series ~·the Calatayud 
. . . . . . . 
region. 
CALATAYUD:sons 
Annantes Series 
It was stated in the edaphological study that since materials as different 
as marls, sandstones ·and limestone take part in'lhe fol'll!l.tion of these soils it 
is 'difficlllt to find a representative profile as this varies strongly with the 
topography. They are ei:traordinarily calcareous soils, of rredium, either silty 
or silty-sandy texture; wall developed atro.ature giving rise to medium perme ... 
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ability favoured by th~ presenoe of copious fragments of limestone in the 
soil mass. Sinoe this region is subjected to an continuous erosive prccess 
the external drainage is high and thei internal;drainage medium. Medium 
consistency and porosity, the latter diminishing with depth. These are'soila 
entirely davoted to forestry and shooting reiservations and totally unsuitable 
for agrioultural or building aotivities of any kind. 
Villarroya Series 
A soil of physical characteristics rather peculiar and which are due 
only to the nature of the original material which is a marl of strong con-
sistency and laminated structure. It is devoted to oereals and vines whioh are 
cultivated by plough-removing the marl which beoomes continuously eroded by 
lack of oare during the agricultural work. Texture is well balanoed with a 
high oaloium carbonate content; real density is high, macroporosity is lowf 
very slightly saline, little plastic and little permeable soil. In those places 
where the marl is mixed with the conglomerate layers, permeability, ~creases 
and the compactness of the sub-soil decreases. 
Calatayud Series 
This has the same morphological and plzy'sioal characteristics as the 
Villaoonejos series of the Chinohon r~gion for which reason no profile samples 
were taken. All the oonsideratione made in connection With that series apply 
to this oase. 
Torres Series 
As in the case of the Cerro Pino Series of Chinch6n, these are highly 
superfioial soils of A/C profile and belonging to the gypsum Xerorendzine group. 
-Ali their physical characteristics are conditioned by their high gypsum content&. 
These are. soils· of low apparent density, non~pla~tic, very permeable, slightly 
saline_, entirely inooherent,_ little consolidated and without any structure 
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stability. They exhibit the worst possible physical conditions for the 
oonstruotion of road.a and buildings of ~ sort. 
Vicort Series 
These are forestal, acidic, storcy- soils. On account of its topogra-
phical characteristics the soil is entintly d~vbted to forestry. The whole 
of the soil is sto:rzy- and, thus, its physical properties are influenced by 
'· 
this circumstance. The soils are of high permeability, and very little con-
solidated silty, have small plasticity and are readily erodable if not euf-
fici~,ritly protected by reforestation. 
Pozas Series 
As with the Collado series these are mull Xerorendzines and have the 
same physical characteristics of that soil series. In this oase the only 
noticeable difference is that the Calatayud'region is ooxnpletely reforested 
with pine grove whereas in Chinch6n normally there1, is only bush. · 
Ateoa Series 
Highly eroded soils at places and alte~ting wlth lithosoils. On 
rooks of gentle slope or' low woods the.soil~ in:general bf small d.ep~, is 
' ' •I' ,f. ' ,' j' 
ail ty arenaceous, of grumose · etrubture and ~enc'a. ooneiderably permeab~e, 
little consistency, withqut plastioal propel-ti~~· and good penetrability. 
- •' : I, 
Normally when the soil is a·ault~vation one·an4;~s a result of tll9 wo:J,it, the· 
. ~ ~ I ! . 
mass of the soii' is ~ixecl in s~ll slate fr.~~~s. 
' - ~, . 
Sediles Series 
Sand! surface soils of almost flat topography with little developed 
structure, very little capacity for water retention and large permeability. 
T.h~y.are little consolidated soils and of r~ady erosion; the subsoil ia 
porous, permeable and consistent. It is a good soil for the oonstru.otion or 
roads and buildings. 
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STODY OF SOILS AND OF THElIR CARTCGRAPHY BY MF..l.ANS 
OF PHOTCGRAPHIO INTP,RPRFJTATION 
In moat treatises on photographic interpretation this activity is 
defined as the aotion of examining the photographic images of objects, 
identifying these objects and deducing their meaning; henc~ the inter-
pretation is a. very complex operation which based on a probable observation 
tends' to elucidate the faots as they are. But when this interpretation is 
traslated to the field of Edaphology the complexity of the problem becomes 
greater sinoe the direct image of the objeot oannot be examined but only a 
aeries of images of various objects more or leas oormeoted with the aotual 
objeot. In the study of soils, aerial photography will nevE!r, or almost nevl'!r, 
give us the image of the soil profile, that is aspeot essential to know the 
morphology of the soil, its genesis and evolution, and hence to deduce the 
conclusions about its physical P,roperties. 
In order to arrive at the knowledge of these physical properties of 
the soils, through aerial photographies, two procedures are available namely, 
the direot procedure and the indirect one. The direct me·thod, which we shall 
use in the second part of this work, to be carried out next year, consists 
in preparing and setting up a sort of interpretation keys ~which French 
people oall 11ol6s"- where the physical properties of the soils are combined 
with different interpretation methods, and with the criteria of interpretation 
amongwl1ioh we m83' mention those of morphological order, vegetation, appear-
s.nae of the different geological materials, erosion forms, distribution and 
appearance of the hydrography, grey tonalites observed in aerial photography 
and human action. 
The indirect or deductive method consists in arriving at the physical 
properties of the soils through the knowledge of the different types of soils, 
since each type of soil series implicitly carries with it a particular rangE! 
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of physical properties. By following this method we have studied and 
characterized, in the field, difrerent soil series through the analysis 
of characteristic profiles which have enabled us to assess their mor-
phology and specific properties. Each of thP.se soil series is distinguished 
in aerial photographies by a series of variable criteria -not always the 
same criterion- which enabled us to separate on the photo~raphs the various 
units of soils by means of stereoscopic vision. 
But the system used for mapping the various soil units in Chinch6n 
and Calatayud has also been different. In Calatayud most of thA territory 
of the sheet was mapped directly in the field by means of the free carto-
graphy system and by using topographic sheets to scale 1: 50,000, aerial 
photographs of the area to scale 1:39,000 and a pocket stereoscope for 
three dimensional vision. In zones of difficult penetration the cartography 
was made by interpolation, using.also aerial photographs and placing the 
limits on th9 topographic map as closP-s as possible to the observed reality. 
In the Chinch6n sheet the cartography of the soil series previously 
studied was carried out in a completely different manner. The procedure 
consisted in tracing on "Kodatrace" paper the suoces.ive aerial photographs 
that make U};I the Chinchon sheet mosaic in other words by making th~ relevant 
interpretations with the aid of the Zeiss mirror stereoscope and using bin-
oculars of three magnification. These interpretation tracings -in which the 
various soils series were delimited- were carried out bearing in mind the 
oriteria moat relevant and more closely related with the morphology of the 
various soil series; among these criteria we may quota the nature of the 
original material, morphology and landscape, nature of natural vegetation, 
and the different use man makes of the soils. One these tracings were 
obtained, to an approximate scale of 1130,000 -being of course the same 
scale as for the aerial photographs- they were translated to the Chinchon 
topographical sheet (1150,000) by means of the Zeiss camera lucida: in this 
way the correct location of the several soil units was practically exact. 
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In both oaseap following thA drawing of the 1:50,000 topographical 
sheets the necesaa.ry rectifications and controls w~re made in the field, 
partioularly with a view to cheoking the bounded uni ts with the simple help 
of the stereosoope and following certain criteria, corresponding to the 
edaphologio reality and the results could be no better. What on the other 
hand soon becomes manifest on examining the final maps of the two areas 
selected is the superior cartographic detail of the Chinch6n sheet,that 
is to say the an.a made by successive tracings; this oonfinns our first 
impression of aerial photography that is to.say that in addition to the 
time-saving entailed by its use it gives a wealth of details and very great 
accuraoy in all types of cartographic work. 
In what follows we shall endeavour to set out for eaoh soil series 
the whole of the criteria and aspects which enabled their identification 
through stereosoopio interpretation of the corresponding photographs. 
In the sheet corresponding to Chinoh6n we have differentiated seven 
series of different soils. The Tajo series, corresponding to presimt alluViums 
of this river, can be stereoscopically differentiated by the plottings proper 
to and characteristic of irrigation cultivations, the completely flat topo-
graphy and dark tones of the photographic copies. The Villamanrique ~eriea 
oorresponds to soils formed on diluvial terraces of the river Tajo and it is 
characterized, on observing a.Arial photographies, by an also flat topograpbyJ 
ocoasionaly it is possible to notice a small and gentle ondulation, irregular 
plotting of the land, almost exclusively devoted to cereal cultivation and . 
olear grey tones. On the other hand the slope between the ''Vega" and terrace 
soils may be clearly appreciated as can also the limit between this Villa-
manrique series and the other boundary series. These two series, Tajo and 
Villamanrique, do not exhibit natural w~getation since these soils are 
entirely devoted to intensive cultivation. The Colmenar series shows very 
characteristic aspects: in the first place we have the nature of the geo~ 
logical material from which these soils originate. They are. hard limestones, 
of horizontal stratification belonging to the "Pontiense" and occupy the 
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upper stage within th"' To.rtia.ry unit. They are the so oalled "paramos" 
limestones and their strong aspect and stratification are well defined' in 
the sidP, soarpments of these mesetas or paramoa. On th9sa aoarpments the 
natural vegetation, with Qlll'!rous Ilex woods, may also ba clearly appreciated, 
whilst in flat areas the small and oonsiderably regular plot.tings denote 
ownership sharing and almost exclusive utilization on the basis of cereal 
and vine-grove cultivations. Topography is flat or very slightly ondulated 
and grey patohes alt"'rnate although, on the whole, the aspect of these series 
is V"!ry obaraoteristio. The most important population 09nters are seated on 
these soils and the straight and clea:r. lay-out of the communication way 
denote the subsoil oharaoto.ristios. Perhaps the series of least olear de-
limitation through aerial photography was the Collado series although it 
is oharacter;ized by the predominanoe of spont~eous v~geta.tion, mostly Ros-
marinus Offioina.lis bush whioh generally imparts to photography a somewhat 
dark hue. Topography is rugged due to the faot that erosion has out ravines 
and, in general, because of' thP, soft nature of the materials, water has left 
its trades during storming peri~ds. In cultivation areas plotting is entirely 
irregular with limits which are not very straight. 
On the other hand it was v~ry easy to delimit the Villaoonejos series 
' ' 
since its soils are almost e:x:oluaively devote~ to olive-.tree cultivation and 
thair aspect iri aerial photograph beoomes patent on account of the more olear 
tones of the whole area, and in addition the topography is slightly ondulated~ 
The Cerro Pino series oonstituted by gypsum Xerorend.zines assooiated with 
lithosoils is perhaps the series whioh stands most clearly on stereoscopic 
eJCSJDination, this is due to its highly speoific lithology and to the oharaoter-
istio erosion forms formed in gypsum and which generally present a branohed 
aspect. The considerably characteristic intermediate and \llliform grey tones 
are due to a typioal Gypsophiletalia vegetation. 
Finally we have been able to indicate and map out so~ areas of 
pronounced salinity with Salicornietea vegetation and which ar?. oharaoteriz?.d 
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by the darker, almost blaok, areas readily notioeable in aerial photographs 
and whioh oooupy topographically low areas; they are true depressions ~eadily 
appreoiable by etereosoopio vision and which are also more marked on account 
of their typical vegetation. 
The oriteria ohosen for the Calata;yud sh~et -and whose connection with 
the 1 s9il series is more direct and close- are about the same as for the Chin-
chcSn sheet. 
On analyzing the several series we SAe that the Jalon series is quiokly 
charaoterized in aerial photographs because the soils are dedicated to either 
nortioultural cultivation or fruit-tree. Land plots are aboundant and minute 
and the tones found are rather dark sinoe being soils under irrigation the soil 
humidity, whioh imparts th<J shadina', is ra th.er .dark. The Sediles series,. soil.El 
dP.veloped on terraces and stony grounds, can also b~ readily delimited with 
the aid the stereoscope as they are found in well defined areas, with well 
marked edges and always in a grey unifonn tone of medium intensity. The Cala-
tayud. series, developed on gypsiferous marls has highly marked differential 
characteristics, the main ones being the arrangement of the oultivatioris, 
.always on ta cer~al basis, in small orchard plots taking advantage of the great-
er thickness of the soil and in the "gully" which the subsequent erosion of 
nearby areas was filling in. Typical of ~his series are the eroded zories,_in 
singular alte!'l1ation \vith oultivated a.teas, .ali;io-typical are the very clear 
. ·' . . '' . . 
grey· tonalities present in the pliotograp:q.s. Intimately connected with this 
series is the Torres ~eries for~d by authentical gypsum lithosoiis, henoe 
. the aooentuated erosion-forriia disp;\.aye(j. by ttus mat~rial, which ooupleid with 
,. . • ' f . ' ' ·. -· ,, 
the almost white tone.makes the<coo;acterizati~n ~ready matter. The mbre 
marked phot-interpretation characteristics of the Villarroya series are the 
almost flat topography, soanty and well integrated hydrography of the pa-
rallel type. The whole of the land is cultivated, cereal and vine groves 
predominating, olive trees growing on areas of soils of topography generally 
fl~t or slightly undulated; intensive plotting and grey hues predominate but 
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with little homogeneity. In some plaoea the typical erosion of the marl on 
. ' 
whioh these soils are formed may be appreciated. The most characteri~tic 
detail of the Armantes series is the clear stratification of the several 
geological matP.rials and the impressiv"' erosion of these soils covered by 
a caloareous "tomillar" also visible with stereosoopio vision. The Pozas 
series soils formed on hard lim~stone are found in the higq areas; it is 
possible to appreciate thA hard .calcareous reliefs and the intensive re-
forestation oarried"out over these soils with Pinua halepeneis. 
The Ataca series can readily be distingu.ished by the aspect of its 
shales, with their characterietio stratification, He hydrography of dendritio 
type, of medium and slowly well-controlled density. The Querous !lex forest 
is well seen in low spots whereas vine groves are noticeable in the some-
what oaloareoua zones of South-~ast end. Finally highly resembling the.preceding 
series we have the Vicort series in which th"' greater altP.rnancy of quartzitAe 
is well noticeable in SP.rial photographies. ThP. soils are more acidic and w"'tt"'r 
and hence of dark tones in the photographs, this is manifested by.the position 
of the Quercus pirenaica at high places and which come out extremely well 
in stereoscopic vision. 
.•. 
. •. 
: . . 
I;• 
.... 
• ~ • J 
•i 
'•',' 
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.ANALYTICAL MmTHODS AND DATA 
Th~ mechanical analysis of the soils has been effected by two different 
methodsJ the first one by following the technique of the Bureau of Reclamation 
Manual, Irrigated Land Use, utilizing the densimetAr without destroying the 
carbonates and the second one by following the International Method of the "So-
oiedad Internacional de Ciencia del Suelo11 using Robinson's pipette. 
Permeability has been determiiied by Durand's method but with the important 
modification of Op:!rating on samples with undisturbed structure. The calculated 
valUP. gives us the number of oentim:?tree/hours of infiltration \telocity ancl· is 
oaloulated from two different mean values, the first one for the first five 
hours of mP.asilrement and the second as taken fran hour 24 to hour 28. 
Bullt density and particle density have been calculated in aoconiance 
with the standards laid down in U.S.D.A. Handbook n2 60, and so have the water 
contents at 1 and 15 atmorPheres and salinity. Plasticity was det~rmined by,, 
Atterberg's technique. 
Tha study of the clay samples is made using an X-Ray P\'11010 Phillipe 
generator with PW1050 wide range Goniometer and Electronic Circuit Panel with 
Rec.oder PWJ.051 was•employed• 
Working conditions were as follows: filtered copper radiation, 40 Kv, · 
20 mA; scan speed 111 par minute; divergence slit, 111; scatter slit, 0,2; ·re~ 
oeiving slit, 111; time constant, 4 seconds •. The following diagrams wer~ ob-
tainedJ a) of the whole untreated clay. In the case of the existence of ~ 
larger amount of ·organic matter this was previously eliminated by treating it 
with 20 vols. hydrogen' peroxide;. b) of tAA clay after having been subjected 
to trP.atment to dissolve frAe sexquioxides; c) of the previous clay treated 
with glycerol; d) of the clay after heating to 50011 C, during two hours. 
~eoqanioal analysis of soils with Bouyouooe method 
Sample Coarse Medi\un Fina Very fine Total Silt Cl~: 
sand sand so.nd. sand sand 
0-I ·A 2,42 4,60 6,72 15,26 1:!913 33,60 36,90 
II B 1,02 3,96 5,94 11,66 22,6 26,60 50,60 
0-II A 2,02 7,16 8163 It wasn't dispersed 
II B 0,22 0,62 1,62 It wasn't dispersed 
0-III A 0,16 0,26 0,38 24,36 25,0 50,40 24,60 
II B/C 0,09 o,oo 0,54 24,66 25,4 48,()0 26,60 
II 0 OtOO o,oo 0,62 26,36 27,00 48,40 24;60 
0-IV A o,oo o,oo 11,00 24,10 35,2 41,60- 23,20 
II 0 o,oo . o,oo 17,76 36,42 54,20 24,00 2i,60 
c-v Ao o,oo o,oo o,64 It wasn't dispersed 
c-v Al o,oo o,oo 1,06 It wasri 1 t dispersed 
0-VI Ao 1,54 2,54 2,16 17,14 23,40 53,60 22,60 
II Al 3,26 7,82 5,34 5,31 21,60 49,40 28,60 
Z-I A J,36 3,34 3,70 12,73 23,20 35,50 41,30 
II B o,68 1,02 2,12 6,72 10,60 39,40 50,00 
II 0 o,oo o,oo ·0,20 o,oo 0,20 57,60 42,20 
Z-II A l,6C 4,46 11,10 29,19 46,40 29,20 ·24,40 
II c 1,36 1,60 1,82 9,56 14,40 43,60 42,00 
Z-III A 1,77 4,70 4,84 24,07 35,40 It wasn't dispersed 
II c 1,72 4,40 4,36 7,10 17,60 It wasn't dispersed 
Z-IV A 26,22 18,95 10,65 4,76 60,60 20,60 16,80 
II B 9,82 l~,22 5,75 7,80 35,60 27,40 ~7;00 
z-v A 2,31 4,42 6,30 i6,96 28,00 27,80 44,20 
Z-VI A 11,41 12,56 10,15 11,07 45,20 .31,40 23,40 
II B 6,37 10,85 6,35 24,01 47,60 28,10 24,30 
Z-VII Ao 9,64 19,53 11,11 0,51 40,80 32,60 26,40 
Z-VII Al 14,14 18,21 10,38 14,85 57;60 22,00 20,40 
Meohl:l.llioal analysis. lnternational metnod 
Sample Coarse .l!'ine Silt Clay 0030.a 
sand S!:tlld 
C-I A ll, 21 35,26 ltl,4 30,35 o,o 
It B 8,11 32,18 15,35 42,6 2,2 
C-II A 8,96 14,21 It wasn't dispersed 25,5 
It 
.B 0,37 17 ,74 12,30 7,25 47,0 
C-I!I A 0,72 37,46 4,90 1.0,-45 46,3 
It B/C Ot34 35,50 5,.20 10,55 47,0 
It c 46,3 
C-I'V' A 7,4 23,2 7,2 10,0 43, 5. 
" 
c 5·,70 3i,62 3,35 6,65 49,0 
c-v Ao o,og 28,83 11,60 14,90 31,6 
" Al. It wasn't dispersed 27' 6 
C-VI Ao 0,58 l3,28 8,52 16,45 55,7 
" Ai 0,15 4,23 5,42 15 ,.80 67,.1 
Z.-I . A~ 1,58 15,75 15,10 22,65 52,9 
" 
B 3,2 29,47 31.,35 36,1 24,.5 
Z-II A 7,14 58,94. 15,85 13,.8 24,1 
II 0 0,97 2.2,88 23,95 22,10 30,.4 
Z-III A It wasn't dispersed 15,.2 
It c 
" 
II It 2,8 
Z-IV A 4. 7 ,.83 32,28 12,.75 5,50 0 
" 
B 29,21 32,84 11,85 22, 55 0 
z-v A 10,58 38,76 2l., 2.2 28 ,.57 26,l 
·z-VI A 32.,87 27,45 22,97 11,.42 0,3 
It· B . 33,.08 28,.39 25,65 11,15 0 
Z-VII Ao· 34,79 35,68 10,45 14,05 1.3., 6 
" Al 19,47 45,87 14,60 18,70 35,3 
Higrosoopici ty ' 
sample Relativepvapour Relativepva.pour, 
tension Po= O, 96 ~ension Po= 0,99 
C-I A 8,37 11,23 
If B 9,52 llt84 
0-II A 17,.98 18,80 
" 
B· 8,63 ll,63 
d-:III A 3,24 4,72 
.. B/O 3,10 4,19 
" 
0 2,97 3,95 
C-IV A 6,03 6,30 
" 
0 2,70 3,01 
0-V Ao 9,64 11,46 
" .Ai . 11,82 13,28 
0-VI Ao a,02 . 10,88 
II Ai 7o63 l l,37 
Z-I Ao 6,97 a,12 
. " B . 5,46 a.3~ 
" 
0 . ,· ;.,Q$ .. i"; 6t30 ,··:.-.; .. 
.,. 
" Z-II A ~,5? 4,0, 
·11 0 •. ,5,57. s,Jl 
Z-III A l.3,84 16,23· 
" 
c ·· 16 81 
. ' ' 
18,45 
Z-IV Ai. 1,27 1,52 
II B 5,14 6,06 
z~v A 6,86 8,ll. 
z ... VI A 3,97 5,.46 
Z-VI B 2,18 2,77 
Z-VII Ao 4,21. • 5,62 
II A 3,21 5,16 
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·permeability 
Sample· at l Mean va.Lue nd · ·~ Mean value Limite 
O-I B 48,6 39,4 39,2 
O~II B 8~,3 41,0- 37,6 
0-III B 43,0 24,8 22,9 
0-IV 0 117,Y 51,2 49,6 
C~V ~ 4,6 3,8 3,7 
0-VI 
'\ 135,6 92;4 90,4 
z-r 0 1,12 1,09 1,04 
z.;..II c r 14,5 14,6 14,4 I 
· Z-III A/O 24,0 16,8 16,8 
. z~v A 433,0 107,0 103,2 
Z-VII A 200,0 . 81,5 72,0 
Soluble salts 
Sample Electrical Sampl.e Electrical 
oonduotjvity Cl;>nduat3v1ty 
Mhos 10 Mh~S 10 
c-r A 0,50 Z-I B 3,0 
" 
B o,85 " 0 3,0 
0-II A 3,0 Z-II A 0,45 
" 
B 3,0 " 0 1,40 
0-III A o,85 Z-III A 2,75 
.. B/0 o,65 " 0 3,0 
.. 0 0,50 Z-IV Ai 0,60 
0-IV A 0,85 " B O,l.6 
" 
0 1,85 z-v A 0,42 
o-v Ao 3,10 Z-VI A 0,80 
" Ai 3,0 It B 1,60 
0-VI Ao o,45 Z-VII Ai 0,92 
" Ai 0,37 " Ao o,55 
Z-I Ao 0,45 
Particle density 
Sample Sample 
C-I A 2,25 z ... r A 2,49 
It B 2,40 II B 2,55 ' 
0-II A 2,34· Z-II A 2,65 
•• :a 2,50 ti 0 2,64 
C-III A 2,49 Z-III A 2,49 
It B/C 2,56 II c 2,31 
It 0 2, 61. 2i-1V Al 2,62 
0~1v A 2,50 II B 2,56 
" 
0 2,61 z-v A 2,51 
o-v Ao 2,40 Z-VI A 2,45 
It Ai 2,40 " B 2,57 
C-1/I Ao 2,36 Z-VII A ·2,56 
" A:i. 2,46 " Ao 2,48 
BUlk density 
Sample Sample 
, . ..,, 
C-I B 1,43 Z-I c l,74 
' 
0-II B 1,22 z..,II C l,.53 
\ / 
C-III B 1,40 IZ'-III A/C o,84 
l; 
c.-.rv c 1,38 z-v A 1,36 
c-v Ai l,23 Z-VII A 1,52 
0-VI A l l,44 
Limits of Atterberg 
Sa.mp le 'Limit Limit Plasticity 
liquid p.lastio Index 
C-I A 4,,2 25,8 19,4 
" 
B 42,1 18,3 23,8 
C-II A Not plastic 
0-II ·B 43,0 29,3 13,7 
0-III B Not.p.lastic 
" 
B/C 24;8 22,1 2,7 
It c Not pl.astio 
0-IV A II " 
It c It " 
c-v Ao 5b,b 3·1, 3 19,3 
It Al 74,5 29,5 25,0 
o~vr Ao 50,0 38,6 ll,4 
.. Ai 5,,J. 35,7 19,4 
Soil. water 
Sample l. atmosphere percentage 15 atmosphere percentage 
o-r A 6,ll 15,87 
n B 5,67 l.6,01. 
0-II A ll,54 26,46 
It B 8,20 1.7,44 
n B/C 3,6'/ l.0,14 
" 
0 2,87 5,26 
C-IV A 1,98 5,37 
tt a 2,55 5,06 
c-v Ao 8,55 22,36 
It ~ 7,33 25,32 
0-VI Ao 8,59 17,96 
.. Ai 7,60 20,76 
Z-I Ao 5,06 14,48 
II B 4,49 16,59 
.. 0 7,32 10,32 
Z-II A 3,38 6,87 
" 
0 5,53 10,35 
Z-III A 5,9l. 19,76 
" 
0 9,74 49,93 
Z-IV A 5,47 13,90 
It B. 2,87 8,l.7 
z-v A 5,05 13,63 
Z-VI A 5,84 9,90 
II B 3,92 8,88 
Z-VII Ao 4,J4 13,34 
n Ai 5,1:38 9,99 
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STUDY OF Tm:: CLAY FRACTIONS 
Profile - Horizon 
a-I 
0-II 
o-nI 
It 
0-IV 
A ThP diagram obtained indicates that the extraoted fraotion 
is oonstituted by a crystalline material of very small size 
or, more likely, by a strongly altered crystalline material. 
Illite prFldominates, accompanied by a.mineral of the kaoli-
lite, fire-olay type. Likewise the existence of a mineral 
with mixed layers, probably montmorillonitio, is justified. 
Quartz in small amounts. 
B As above, but the presenoe of montmorilloni tio mineral is 
mora clear. 
A 
A 
B/C 
In view of the nature of the soil the olay fraction had 
to be extracted by enFlrgetio treatments. Despite this, 
\Ve estimate the alteration of the existing. materia_l to. 
be natural, not originating from the effected treatments. 
The basio material is illi ta aooompanied by morillon.i,te, 
possibly inter-stratified With illitas. Gypsum, Quartz, 
As 1n the previous profiles the existenoe of.all;\)" minerals 
with wide spacings is manifest, probably interstratified 
. at random with illite. It must be noted that their amount 
seems to increase on digging deep into the profile. In 
this horizon illite predominates, accompanied by a mineral 
of the kaolinite type• QU.artz. 
As in the preceding paragraph. 
. . 
C Same as the previous ones. As stated when studying the · 
A horizon, the existerioe of minerals with a spacing over 
10 A9 is obvious but everything seems to point to their 
being disorderly interstratified with illite. The exist-
ence montmorillonoides ia":highly probable. 
A The mineral predominating is illite. It is aooomp~nied by 
montmorillonite. In the test speoimen·heated to 5009 0 
Profile - Horizon 
0-IV A 
" 0 
c-v 
" 
0-VI 
,, 
Z-I 
tt 
Z-II A 
It c 
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there i~ a small line at 7,05 A9 which appears to suggest 
thq presence of ohlorite, in a very small amount, and of 
a mineral of the kaolinite group. 
Same as the preceding one. 
Strongly altP.red material. Illite predominates. 
In very small amounts a mineral of the kaolinite group. 
Venniculite and mon"bnorillonite probably present. 
Similar to the previous one. Montmorillonite, always 
in a small proportion, is morP. abundant. 
Mu.ch altered material. Illit~ predominates. Probably in 
mineral of the kaolinite group. Montmorillonite. 
As in the previous paragraph, out there is no evidence 
of the exi~tenoe of kaolinitic minerals. There are pro-
bably illite-montmorillonite inter-stratifications. 
The most abundant mineral, illite, is accompanied by 
kaolinite. Very little Quartz. 
As·in the previous paragraph. 
, Well crystallized Illi te and kaolinite. The diagram of 
· the sample treated with glycerine shows a band that 
suggests the existence of a montmorillonitic mineral. 
·Quartz. 
Basically same as in the preceding paragraph. It must be 
stressed that the minerals appear to be less crystallized 
·than in the A horizon. M.E. examination could confirm this 
assumption. 
Profile - Horizon 
Z-III A 
Z-IV 
" 
B 
z-v A 
Z-VI A 
" 
B 
Z-VII 
" 
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The fraction extracted gives a very dqfeotive difraction 
diagrama. The presence of Illite and, naturally, gypsum 
and alkaline earth carbonates is obvious. The habit of 
the diagrams seems to suggest the existence of an inter-
stra tified, possibly inflatable, mineral. 
Illite, Kaolinite, Quartz, Montmorillonite. 
As. above. 
Essentially Illite, accompanied by kaolinite and quartz. 
Illite, Kaolinite and Quartz accompanied by chlorite or 
vermiculite.. 
As in the preceding paragraph, the presence of hydrous 
mica being possible. 
Much altered material. Illite, Kaolinite and Quartz, 
possibly Vermiculite. 
As in the preceding paragraph but accompanied by mont-
morilloni te. 
-n-
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APPl!lNDIX 
A).~ Implications of the rP,sults for possible future work. 
I , ' 
This work represent ,in the first plaoe a contribution for :lih.e betterment 
( ' 
in thA agricultural and economic development of the two zones through 
the study of the soils and vegetation. In second place aids to coordinate 
the wor~ of the soils scientist and ~otanists using the photoin~rpretation 
technical, for the first time in Spain. Finally, this work is the first 
step in a research towards establishing interpretatives keys by the com-
bination of the physical properties of soils with the laws of the photo-
interpretation which will,be our aim in the second part, that we shell 
realize ne~t year. 
B).- Scientist personnel employed during the reporting period. 
J.M. Albareda, A. GueITa, E.F. Galiano, F. Monturiol, J. Garo!a-Vicent.e. 
C).- Manhours expended on the contract. 
J.M. Albaredaa one year's work at 130 hours per month. 
A. Guerra1 one year's work at 130 hours per month. 
m.F. Galiano& one year's work at 130 hours per month. 
F. Mmturiol: one year's work at 130 hours per month. 
J. Garo!a-Vicente: one year's work at 32 hours per month. 
J. Garcia: one year's work at 32 hours per month. 
Mt del Carmen Laita: one year's work at 32 hours per month. 
D).- Chemical expends in carrying out the contract 
I 
About 8 1000 iri materials have been spent. 
" 
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E).- Apparatus 
No important property has been acquired during the reporting p~riod.:, 
at direct oontraot expense. 
